
UNIFORMS

Students are expected to be in full uniform each school day.  The principal may designate
certain days as special dress-up, or out-of-uniform days.

UNIFORM VENDOR

Uniforms can be ordered or purchased, at any time, directly from the supplier.  The uniform
supplier will hold a sale in the Spring when families may order new uniforms to ensure timely
summer delivery and availability.  The uniform supplier is noted below.

JUST ME APPAREL
232 OLD SULPHUR SPRINGS ROAD

MANCHESTER, MO.
636-391-3551



GIRLS’ UNIFORMS - PRE-SCHOOL – GRADE 4

Jumpers Dennis shift style #788
Hem length - No shorter than 3” above the knee

Shirts White Polo (without trim or Logo) - worn with jumpers or pants
Hunter green Polo (without trim or Logo) - worn with jumpers or pants

Sweatshirt Navy Blue (¼ quarter zip) - with school Logo
Grey Performance (¼ quarter zip) -with school Logo

Fleece Hunter green (fuzzy) -with school Logo

Pants Navy blue uniform pants

Shorts Navy blue uniform shorts

Belts Dark blue, black, or brown

Leggings Solid Black or navy blue

Socks White or black socks -without trim or Logo

Athletic socks that are not “visible” are not acceptable.

Haircuts Unnatural hair colors are not allowed.

Shoes Dark dress shoes with rubber soles
Athletic shoes with rubber soles

Jewelry Watch, traditional religious medals, or religious symbols in good taste
Non-dangling post earrings

Jackets/Coats Zip or button up the front
Must be taken off once inside any buildings
Hoodies and non-uniform sweatshirts may not be worn as a substitute for
coats/jackets

All shirts must be tucked in.
Nail polish and makeup distracting to the learning environment will be addressed.
Belts are to be worn with shorts and pants. Required for 4th grade and up.
T-shirts worn under the uniform must be white with no writing or pictures on them.
Non-uniform hoodies and sweatshirts are not permitted on campus with uniforms.
Any unlisted actions distracting to the learning environment will be addressed.



GRADES 5-8 GIRLS; UNIFORM

Skirts Dennis kilt style 3135b
Hem length - No shorter than 3” above the knee

Shirts White Polo (without trim or Logo) - worn with kilts, pants, shorts
Hunter green Polo (without trim or Logo) - worn with kilts, pants, shorts

Sweatshirt Navy Blue (¼ quarter zip) - with school Logo
Grey Performance (¼ quarter zip) -with school Logo

Fleece Hunter green (fuzzy) -with school Logo

Pants Khaki uniform pants

Shorts Khaki uniform shorts

Belts Dark blue, Brown or Black

Leggings Solid Black or navy blue

Socks White or black socks -without trim or Logo

Athletic socks that are not “visible” are not acceptable.

Haircuts Unnatural hair colors are not allowed.

Shoes Dark dress shoes with rubber soles
Athletic shoes with rubber soles

Jewelry Watch, traditional religious medals, or religious symbols in good taste
Non-dangling post earrings

Jackets/Coats Zip or button up the front
Must be taken off once inside any buildings
Hoodies and non-uniform sweatshirts may not be worn as a substitute for
coats/jackets

All shirts must be tucked in.
Nail polish and makeup distracting to the learning environment will be addressed.
Belts are to be worn with shorts and pants. Required for 4th grade and up.
T-shirts worn under the uniform must be white with no writing or pictures on them.
Non-uniform hoodies and sweatshirts are not permitted on campus with uniforms.
Any unlisted actions distracting to the learning environment will be addressed.



PRESCHOOL - GRADE 5 BOYS’ UNIFORM

Polo shirts Hunter green -without Logo or trim

White                                                             - without of Logo or trim

Sweatshirt Navy Blue (¼ quarter zip) - with school Logo
Grey Performance (¼ quarter zip) -with school Logo

Fleece Hunter green (fuzzy) -with school Logo

Pants Navy blue uniform pants

Shorts Navy blue uniform shorts

Belts Dark blue, black, brown

Socks White or black socks - without Logo or trim

Athletic socks that are not “visible” are unacceptable.

Haircuts Above the collar.  Unnatural hair colors are not allowed.

Jewelry Watch, traditional religious medals, or religious symbols in good taste
Earrings not permitted

Shoes Dark dress shoes with rubber soles
Athletic shoes with rubber soles

Jackets/Coats Zip or button up the front
Must be taken off once inside any buildings
Hoodies and non-uniform sweatshirts may not be worn as a substitute for
coats/jackets

All shirts must be tucked in.
Nail polish and makeup distracting to the learning environment will be addressed.
Belts are to be worn with shorts and pants. Required for 4th grade and up.
T-shirts worn under the uniform must be white with no writing or pictures on them.
Non-uniform hoodies and sweatshirts are not permitted on campus with uniforms.
Any unlisted actions distracting to the learning environment will be addressed.



GRADES 5-8 BOYS’ UNIFORM

Polo shirts Hunter green -without Logo or trim

White                                                             - without of Logo or trim

Sweatshirt Navy Blue (¼ quarter zip) - with school Logo
Grey Performance (¼ quarter zip) -with school Logo

Fleece Hunter green (fuzzy) -with school Logo

Sweater Navy blue cardigan or pullover - buttons/zippers on cardigan

Pants Khaki uniform pants - without school Logo

Shorts Khaki uniform shorts - without school Logo

Belts Dark blue, black, brown

Socks White or black socks - without Logo or trim

Athletic socks that are not “visible” are unacceptable.

Haircuts Above the collar.  Unnatural hair colors are not allowed.

Jewelry Watch, traditional religious medals, or religious symbols in good taste
Earrings not permitted

Shoes Dark dress shoes with rubber soles
Athletic shoes with rubber soles

Jackets/Coats Zip or button up the front
Must be taken off once inside any buildings
Hoodies and non-uniform sweatshirts may not be worn as a substitute for
coats/jackets

All shirts must be tucked in.
Nail polish and makeup distracting to the learning environment will be addressed.
Belts are to be worn with shorts and pants. Required for 4th grade and up.
T-shirts worn under the uniform must be white with no writing or pictures on them.
Non-uniform hoodies and sweatshirts are not permitted on campus with uniforms.
Any unlisted actions distracting to the learning environment will be addressed.


